Industry Leading Solar Monitoring Now Available Via Inter-Island Solar Supply
SunReports introduces Web-based Monitoring to the Hawaiian Market
Honolulu, HI – January 4, 2011 – SunReports, a leading provider of performance
monitoring solutions for residential and commercial solar thermal and PV installations,
has partnered with Hawaii’s top solar energy outlet, Inter-Island Solar Supply (IISS).
SunReports’ monitoring and verification technology will be incorporated into SunEarth
solar hot water systems, which are distributed throughout Hawaii by IISS.
“SunReports has significantly raised the bar when it comes to web-based solar thermal
and PV performance monitoring technology,” IISS President Rick Reed said. “Their
affordable monitoring solution provides outstanding accuracy and reliability for both PV
and hot water system performance analysis.”
Hawaii continues to be a frontrunner in solar thermal technology and the state recently
mandated that all new homes be outfitted with solar water heaters. SunReports’ Apollo1
and Apollo2 monitoring devices will give Hawaiian residential and commercial solar
system owners unprecedented access to performance data on their installations via an
easy-to-use, web-based portal. With the continued growth of the global solar thermal
market, system monitoring has become vital to ensuring proper system operation and
verifying return on investment.
“SunReports is proud to join Hawaii’s vibrant solar energy community,” SunReports
CEO Tom Dinkel said. “As SunReports’ reach grows with the solar hot water market,
more installers and system owners are able to see first hand the return on their investment
in renewable energy. Our high-tech, accessible approach adds a bit of sex appeal to solar
thermal systems by bringing them into the 21st century via SunReports’ web portal, which
can be easily viewed on mobile devices such as the iPhone – keeping you apprised of
system performance even when you’re on the go.”
###
About SunReports
SunReports, Inc., headquartered in San Francisco, California, is a privately held
performance monitoring service provider for renewable energy installations in the
residential and small business/commercial markets. Through SunReports’ cost-effective,
‘ZERO-configuration required’ hardware devices, the Apollo1 and Apollo2, installers
and system owners can monitor and verify system performance of solar electric (PV),
solar thermal (hot water and pool heating) and small wind installations. SunReports’
web-based data collection, data analysis and graphical user interface software provides

current, historical and predicted system performance information, including a unique
installer portal that provides an at-a-glance performance overview of an entire installed
base. For more information, please visit: http://www.sunreports.com.
About InterIsland Solar
Founded in Honolulu, Hawaii in 1975, Inter-Island Solar Supply is a member of The
Solaray Corporation (TSC) family of companies. TSC's core businesses focus on the
manufacture and distribution of renewable energy components and systems, water
heating and storage equipment, pumps, motors and controls.
TSC does business in Hawaii and the Pacific Basin as both Inter-Island Solar Supply
(IISS) and Pacific Liquid and Air Systems (PLA). In addition to its Hawaii operations,
TSC owns and operates SunEarth Inc., a California corporation and the leading
American manufacturer of solar thermal collectors, systems and ancillary equipment.
Under the same ownership and management for the past 35 years, Inter-Island Solar
Supply (IISS) has grown to become one of the world's largest and most experienced
wholesale suppliers of renewable energy components and systems. IISS’ solar thermal
and solar electric divisions are staffed by sales, design and engineering professionals
with well over 300 years of combined solar industry experience.
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